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THE commercial varieties of apples grown in Western Australia, are restricted in the main to Granny Smith, Cleopatra, Dunn's Seedling, Jonathan, Yates, Dougherty, Rokewood and Delicious. Other varieties such as Democrats, Rome Beauty, Williams Favourite, Lord Nelson and Golden Delicious, etc., are grown, but plantings are on a relatively small scale.

Varieties of apples differ in their habits of growth; some are upright growers and others are of a more spreading habit, and these natural characteristics must be taken into consideration when the trees are pruned, as explained in Part 2.

Systems of pruning vary a great deal. Originally in this State, apple trees were heavily "spur" pruned, that is to say the one-year-old laterals were cut back to three or four buds at each pruning. This system has gradually given way to "lateral" pruning due to a large extent to the teachings of the late G. W. Wickens, formerly Superintendent of Horticulture in this Department.

In 1939 the Wickens system of pruning which included, among other features, the non-tipping of leaders, was introduced but unfortunately the system, though widely adopted for a number of years, was not generally understood and is now rarely used. (See Part 1, and Figs. 32, 33 and 98.)

In Parts 1 and 2, the beneficial features of this system have been incorporated in the advice given, particularly with regard to the retention of untipped leaders on weak sides of uneven trees, (Fig. 12), on strong-growing trees (Fig. 29), and on leaders making weak growth or affect with die-back (Figs. 71 and 93.)

The number of leaders retained on a mature apple tree usually varies between

---

**Fig. 68.—A pruning discussion on Mr. R. Grist's orchard at Donnybrook. (Left to right) R. Grist, Inspector N. A. G. Brockman, the author, and Mr. R. L. Cailes, Horticultural Instructor. The tree is a 24-year-old Yates with good framework and lateral development. Coloured varieties need wider spacing of the leaders than do green varieties for the reason that more light is required in the centre and lower portions of the tree to bring out the characteristic colour of the fruit.**

---
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10 and 16, depending upon the habit of growth of the variety, whether the variety is coloured or not, the vigour of individual trees, and the method of pruning used. Trees of upright-growing varieties require fewer leaders than do spreading types, and coloured varieties similarly require less leaders than green varieties of similar habit of growth for the reason that more light is required in the centre and lower portions of the tree to bring out the characteristic colour on the fruit. Obviously strong vigorous trees need more leaders than less vigorous trees of any given variety. The method of pruning used also has an important bearing on the number of leaders; as an example, trees trained on the Wickens system (Figs. 32, 33 and 98) have an inner and outer ring of leaders, and this method, modified by orthodox treatment of the leaders, is also fairly general in some districts (Figs. 80 and 81).

THE ANNUAL WOOD GROWTH

The annual wood growth consists of water shoots, wood shoots, laterals, fruit spurs, leaf spurs, fruit twigs and leaf twigs. A general description of these parts was given in Part 1, and the treatment of wood shoots and water shoots was outlined in Part 2. As the laterals and spurs and other types of annual wood growth have specific functions on apple trees, some detailed knowledge of their structure and behaviour is necessary before the trees can be confidently pruned.

Water Shoots.—Strong vigorous growths arising from dormant buds. They are caused by too severe pruning treatments, and loss of leaders through breakages, etc.
Wood Shoots.—These are strong growing shoots found on vigorous trees, usually arising from the topmost buds of leader extensions left at the last winter pruning. On severely pruned trees they can arise from any position on growth formed the previous season (Figs. 21 and 28).

Laterals.—These are weaker-growing shoots and they arise from buds on the leader extensions, below those producing wood shoots. They are also found on other parts of the trees as well, on water shoots and wood shoots, on laterals formed the previous year, and on spur formations which have been stimulated into growth by pruning treatments (Figs. 83 and 89). On most trees there is a gradual transition from weak laterals to strong wood shoots. However, the term lateral usually refers to the more horizontal growth, and weak shoots growing either obliquely or vertically. They are well illustrated in Figs. 69, 72 and 85 as the side shoots clothing the leaders and sub-leaders.

As a general rule, laterals growing horizontally and obliquely are retained, whilst those growing vertically are suppressed or else "spurred" or shortened back to a few buds. The side buds are usually leaf buds, and the terminal bud can either be a leaf or a fruit bud. Often a number of the side or lateral buds on some varieties are fruit buds. The leaf buds are able to continue the vegetative growth of the lateral, and under conditions suitable for fruiting they give rise to fruit spurs, (Figs. 73, 75, 77 and 78). The fruit bud is usually much plumper.

Fig. 71.—The six-year-old Jonathan in Fig. 70 pruned. Current extensions to the leaders have been carefully chosen. One leader in the background, a weaker growth, has been left untipped to strengthen up. Horizontal laterals have been retained, care being taken that the topmost bud on any is not as high, or higher, than the topmost bud on the leader bearing it; the topmost bud even on a relatively weak shoot if left above the top of the leader can often make vigorous growth. This will result in the leader being “robbed.” Other laterals on the current extension, being too upright, or too close together, have been cut back to the growth rings at their bases.

On the older extensions, as much horizontal growth, wood shoots and laterals, as possible, have been retained untipped. In some instances upright shoots have been tied down and in others, they have been shortened back (see text).

Fig. 72.—Lateral development on a 13-year-old unpruned Granny Smith.

It will be noticed that the laterals have been left long, particularly where sufficient room existed. Series of changes in the direction of growth, particularly noticeable on the outside leaders, indicate the extensions made previously; the pruning cuts were made to outside buds.
than the leaf bud, but there are occasions when it is impossible to distinguish between them. The leaf buds on most varieties are fairly uniformly developed along the entire length of the lateral, as with Cleopatras and Dunns; but on some varieties the buds towards the base of the lateral are not well-developed, as with Jonathans. Care should always be taken in shortening Jonathan laterals, to cut to a sound bud.

Fig. 74.—A one-year-old Jonathan lateral during the following growing season. The terminal bud has set fruit and at the same time has continued the vegetative growth of the lateral. Fruit spur formation is developing on the older wood. The result at the end of the season will be similar to the two-year-old lateral shown in Fig. 73.

The terminal fruit bud on the lateral is capable of flowering and setting fruit the following growing season; at the same time it can extend the lateral by vegetative growth as a spur, a twig, a lateral, and in some instances of severe pruning, as a wood shoot (Figs. 74 and 85).

Leaf Spur.—A short growth that can be likened to a modified lateral. It terminates in a leaf bud which, under normal conditions, can form a fruit spur the following year.

Fruit Spur.—A normal transition from the leaf spur, but it can also arise directly from a leaf bud. The bud at its apex, as the name implies, is a fruit bud. These growths are the principal fruitbearing parts of the tree. Each year after flowering, the parent spur is elongated, either singly or by two similar growths. During the course of time the spurs ramify, and

Fig. 73.—Jonathan laterals. On the left a one-year-old lateral showing side buds and terminal buds. The terminal bud is often a fruit bud and in some years a number of side buds flower and set inferior fruit.

On the right a two-year-old lateral, and a one-year-old lateral grown from the terminal bud. On the older wood, fruit spurs have developed. Pruning treatment would consist of either shortening back to the junction of the old and new wood or further back on the two-year-old lateral depending upon the amount of fruiting wood available elsewhere on the tree.
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ultimately become so numerous and weakened that the fruitfulness of the tree is affected, (Figs. 77, 78, 94, 95, 96 and 97).

**Fruit Bud.**—On the apple and pear, the fruit bud differs widely from the fruit buds found on stone fruit trees. At flowering time, the bud produces a cluster of flowers and one or two small vegetative shoots. The average number of flowers in the cluster is five, and the small shoots elongate the parent spur by similar growths. When

stimulated by a strong sap flow after pruning laterals and even strong wood shoots can be formed instead of spurs.

**Fruit and Leaf Twigs.**—These are short weak growths with a terminal fruit bud or leaf bud as the case may be and usually no other buds are present.

**TREATMENT OF THE ANNUAL WOOD**

Hard pruning will cause most of the annual growth to consist of water shoots and wood shoots which, if the same method of pruning is continued, will have to be cut away at the next pruning. The growth will be dense and most of the laterals that are formed will be too shaded to develop properly (see Figs. 28 and 70).

Should trouble be experienced in coping with strong growth on vigorous trees, even with the more orthodox treatments, the leaders should be left untipped until some stability has been reached. Young trees, particularly in their third or fourth year, often make vigorous growth, and this growth can be utilised to better advantage by retaining the leaders untipped (see Part 2 and Fig. 29).

On any systematically-pruned tree the leaders will consist of yearly extensions, the number depending on the age of the
tree (see Figs. 72, 83, 86 and 87). Thus at the top will be the current extension; below that the extension kept at the previous pruning and so on each extension being a year older than the one above it. For the sake of convenience, the following description of pruning the annual wood will be divided into four sections. The description will commence at the top of the leader with the current extension and then cover in turn the same growth as it could be at

Fig. 77.—Granny Smith laterals. On the left is a three-year-old lateral showing three stages of development. The basal portion is three years old, the middle portion two years and the top extension, one year old. On the left on the three-year-old wood can be seen the beginning of a spur formation. When shortening back the cut would be made to a well developed spur on the two year wood, probably midway, depending on the amount of fruiting wood available elsewhere.

The lateral on the right is also three years old, but it was previously shortened back to a fruit spur. The fruit spur can, in addition to flowering and setting fruit, extend itself vegetatively by either one or two similar growths or if stimulated into growth by pruning, make stronger growth. This can be seen in the illustration; the shoot on the left a weak lateral and on the right a spur formation; both are two years old. The lateral fruited terminally and the spur bore fruit and extended itself by two similar growths. Another spur, below, similarly fruited but only extended itself once.

This type of growth would not require any pruning at this stage.

Fig. 78.—Fruiting wood on Yates. On the left a two-year-old lateral showing spur development, and three weak one-year-old laterals. The terminal bud fruited and continued growth by two small laterals. Yates respond to lateral pruning and better fruit is obtained than from spurs on the framework branches. At this pruning the lateral could be shortened back to the first spur from the top.

On the right, spur formations. Unless thinned out the spurs will ramify and fruit quality will suffer. The variety often sets heavily and requires drastic thinning, particularly when not irrigated or not on moist land. The degree of thinning out the spurs will depend on local conditions, but with the two examples shown, the formations could be reduced, leaving two well-developed spurs on each.
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Fig. 79.—A five-year-old Granny Smith unpruned. At the previous pruning, long laterals were twisted together in the centre of the tree by the owner of the orchard, Mr. G. Parke, of Donnybrook. (See Figs. 83 and 84.) Two illustrations of pruning this tree are given in Figs. 80 and 81. The first with untipped leaders and the other, the more orthodox treatment.

the end of one growing season, at the end of two growing seasons and finally, when it is some years older.

LEADER EXTENSIONS—CURRENT SEASON

The leaders are extended each year by suitable wood shoots and other wood shoots are suppressed, as was discussed in Part 2. The degree of shortening will depend upon the vigour of the tree but it should be borne in mind that one of the main reasons for shortening back is the need to force out the leaf buds other than the topmost buds, into desirable lateral growths during the following growing season. The topmost buds will normally be forced out into strong-growing wood shoots, but, if the pruning is too severe, all or most of the buds retained on the extension will grow into wood shoots (Figs. 28, 70 and 82). Conversely, if the shortening back is too light, a high proportion of the buds may remain dormant and growth will be made mostly from the topmost buds. When growth is strong it is preferable to let the leaders run rather than to shorten them lightly.

When symptoms of pruning die-back appear, or when vigour wanes, it is also advisable to leave the leader extensions unpruned. Evidence is available that growth cannot be forced into declining leader extensions by removing all spurs and laterals, rather, it seems that the retention of these growths will eventually be a means of delaying the decline, provided all fruit is removed soon after it sets. (See Figs. 92 and 93.)
Fig. 81.—Five-year-old Granny Smith pruned and with leaders shortened. The tree is not sufficiently vigorous to leave the leaders untipped; control of normal growth can be maintained by a commonsense approach at subsequent prunings.

It will be noticed that some laterals on the current extensions have been retained and the leader right foreground, has been cut to a shortened lateral to spread new growth outwards. (See Fig. 20.)

Fig. 82.—Strong wood shoots on a Dougherty graft. A number were removed before the photograph was taken in order that the framework branches could be more clearly seen.

Fig. 83.—Dougherty graft shown in Fig. 82 pruned. Strong wood shoots have been removed except those chosen as current extensions to the leaders; suitable laterals on the extensions have been retained; others being more vertical were cut to the basal rings or else well shortened back to single buds for replacement purposes. Wherever possible, long laterals have been twisted together on the same horizontal level to encourage spur formation. Weaker wood shoots in favourable positions have been shortened back to four or five buds, the cuts being made to underneath buds to minimise the possibilities of further strong growth. (See Fig. 84.)

Some laterals found on strong extensions should be retained, provided they are in a horizontal position and their terminal buds are not as high as the topmost buds on the leaders concerned (See Figs. 70, 71, 82 and 83). The treatment of laterals on untipped leaders on strong-growing trees will be much the same as the method described in the next section. (Fig. 80.)

Fruit twigs are often numerous on certain varieties, particularly Granny Smiths. When this is so, they should be thinned out to reduce hand-thinning should fruit set.

On untipped leaders, particularly Granny Smiths, the terminal bud and topmost side buds are sometimes fruit buds and fruit often sets, affecting normal growth. When this happens the fruit should be removed early. A suitable grow-
ing shoot should be selected to carry on the extension, and the tips of competing shoots pinched out to reduce competition.

**LEADER EXTENSION—ONE YEAR LATER**

**Wood Shoots.**—On pruned trees, the topmost buds on the leader extension will have grown into wood shoots, the vigour depending on the condition and age of the tree. A selection of a suitable extension, and when necessary sub-leaders, should be made as described in Part 2 and Figs. 16, 19, 25, 27, 71, 83 and 87. Other wood shoots should be suppressed, but there will be occasions when sufficient laterals are not available and it may be necessary to use weaker wood shoots for future fruit production. When this is the case, those in a more horizontal position should be shortened or spurred back to five or six buds, cutting to an underneath bud (Fig. 84).

**Laterals.**—The weaker and more horizontally-growing shoots — laterals — will have grown from buds, below those which have produced wood shoots, the change from one to the other being more or less transitional.

On strong-growing trees and on trees previously pruned too severely, as much of the lateral growth as possible should be retained unpruned and either tied down in an inferior position or else twisted together to reduce the possibility of strong growth during the next growing season (Figs. 71, 81, 83 and 84).

With trees more or less normally pruned, the degree of shortening back of the one-year-old lateral will depend a great deal upon its position. If it is hanging on the outer face of the leader it can be left long, but between the framework branches and inside the tree it should be shortened back according to the space available.

Some idea of spacing of the laterals can be obtained from Fig. 85. It is difficult to generalise, but normally six to eight inches should be allowed for spacing, between one shoot and another more or less directly above it. When it is necessary to thin out, preference should be given to the stronger growths, and the weaker should be removed. Care should be taken, when removing these and other growths, to cut above the growth rings at the base of the shoots as this will not remove the dormant basal buds, which may later be required for purposes of regeneration. When in doubt whether to remove or not, it would be wise to cut the lateral back to the nearest sound bud to the leader.

**Laterals—Second Year.**

The treatment of the laterals left on the leader extension—current season—which will now be their second year, will be discussed in the next section.

**LEADER EXTENSION—TWO YEARS LATER**

**Wood Shoots.**—On vigorous trees previously pruned too severely, strong growth will arise from the basal buds of wood shoots suppressed at the previous pruning, and also from the similar shoots cut back at the same time.

Wood shoots arising from the basal buds, if not required for framework purposes as for instance as a subsidiary leader, should
Fig. 85.—The fruiting system of a mature Granny Smith. The laterals are well distributed and the tree is capable of carrying a full crop of fruit. Intelligent shortening back, only where necessary, will minimise over-cropping and at the same time stimulate weaker wood into growth for replacement purposes. Over-stimulation by pruning should be avoided. Some of the lower laterals were shortened back too severely at the previous pruning. The result can be seen in the illustration—two wood shoots above the handerchief and a weaker shoot at the base of the leader on the left.

be removed, but if the growths are not too strong and space permits they can be shortened back to four or five buds as described in the previous section. Often too, on more balanced trees, the growth from the basal buds are laterals and if this is so, complete control has been obtained.

When wood shoots arise from similar shoots pruned short the previous year, control can often be made easier by cutting back to a lateral, spur, or dormant leaf bud on the wood left the year previously. Where possible the cut should be

made to an underneath lateral, spur, or leaf bud to minimise strong growth next growing season.

Fig. 86.—The top portion of a leader on an aged Granny Smith unpruned, showing eight years' growth. In this instance the aim has been to stimulate new leader growth and to restrict fruit production near the extremities of the leaders.

Fig. 87.—Top portion leader, aged Granny Smith shown in Fig. 86 pruned. The leader extension is short and all upright growth has been cut back. The two-year-old lateral on the left has been shortened back to a spur on the two-year-old wood. In time, leader growth will weaken and it will then be essential to prune much more lightly, leaving the leader extensions untipped. Compare with Figs. 92 and 93.
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Fig. 88.—The lower portion of a leader on an unpruned aged Granny Smith illustrated in Figs. 86 and 87, showing that lateral formations can be maintained on an old tree. Some new growth has been obtained for replacement purposes.

On occasions the strong growth will be difficult to handle and it is suggested that if this is so, and if room cannot be found for a sub-leader, the whole growth be removed.

Laterals—Second Year.

The laterals left at the previous pruning can now be regarded as two year laterals. During the past growing season development proceeded—in some instances fruit was carried on terminal and lateral buds, spurs were formed and growth took place from the terminal buds (see Figs. 73, 74, 75, 76 and 78).

Treatment at this pruning is important, for the reason that an important stage in fruitfulness has been reached. Many will have developed sufficient spurs to justify shortening back, otherwise too much fruit will set. Should the shortening back be too severe, strong vegetative growth may eventuate and the previous balance will be lost.

In shortening back, sufficient spurs should be retained for fruit, having in mind the capacity of the lateral to mature its crop. Knowledge can only be obtained by experience and it is suggested that in the first few years when experience is being obtained, the shortening back be done gradually and that it be no more than the junction of the old and new wood, or, in the case of long laterals, the shortening back on the older wood to include several well developed spurs (see Figs. 73, 75 and 78). When shortening back it is advisable to cut to a spur on the underneath side of the lateral to minimise the chances of strong growth next season. There will be many occasions when the extension is left entirely. Ultimately the length retained will depend on the vigour of the shoot and the quantity and quality of fruit required to be carried (Fig. 85).

The best fruit on Jonathan trees is carried on the two-year-old laterals and it is usual to make provision at each annual pruning for some new growth, much the same as is done on peach trees. Wherever possible a proportion of one-year-old laterals are cut back to sound buds to produce a supply of laterals the following year; at the same time, the remainder—if all are required—are left to mature as two-year-old laterals. The shortening back is normally to the junction of the one-year-old and two-year-old wood, but in certain years when fruit spurs are numerous the shortening back will be more severe. The degree of shortening

Fig. 89.—The lower portion of a leader on an aged Granny Smith pruned. Spur formations on the older laterals have been thinned out and spent wood removed; at the same time some one-year-old laterals have been left and those not required have been shortened to provide similar growths next year.
back, as mentioned earlier, is based on experience, but it should be sufficiently severe to ensure new lateral growth (see Figs. 73, 90 and 91).

In heavy crop years, the side buds on one-year-old laterals flower and set. This is unfortunate with Jonathans for the reasons that, the previous balance between one and two-year-old wood is lost, and the quality of fruit is inferior and drastic thinning is necessary. The result the following year is usually a very light crop.

**LEADER EXTENSION—LATER YEARS**

**Wood Shoots.**—The remarks made earlier still apply—should trouble still be experienced, it is evident that the trees should be more lightly pruned.

In addition, it should be realised that wood shoots cannot be controlled by severe shortening back at each annual pruning. Where possible, they should be cut back on the older wood to a weaker shoot, or to include several shoots growing horizontally or downwards and preferably left untipped. The resulting growth can then very often be handled more satisfactorily by removing the upright and strong growth and retaining those shoots, generally untipped, which are growing in an inferior position. When good spur formation occurs, the effect of maturing the fruit, and the weight of the fruit forcing the growth downwards, will reduce the possibility of further strong growth.

**Water Shoots.**—With the removal of branches either by breakages or by pruning water shoots will grow from dormant buds. If the water shoot is in a favourable position it is a valuable replacement of a damaged framework branch. Otherwise it is better to remove them during the growing season, preferably by rubbing or breaking them off while the growth is young.
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Laterals.—Laterals should be shortened back when necessary, having in mind the strength and vigour of the shoot, and the position and interference of other laterals which by contact will blemish the fruit. No hard and fast rules can be given, but reference to Figs. 86, 87, 88 and 89 will give some indication of spacing and the degree of shortening back on older trees. There will be many opportunities to shorten back to new laterals nearer the framework branches.

It should be the aim, when pruning, to stimulate each year a certain amount of fresh lateral growth to replace worn-out or weak fruiting wood and this can be done by the judicious shortening back of the older laterals.

Spurs.—With time, spurs on the laterals and framework branches will ramify and unless they are systematically thinned-out they will become progressively weaker and cropping will become affected. Figs. 94, 95, 96 and 97). The thinning-out process is important with the variety Yates. This variety tends to set very heavily, and unless the spurs are well thinned out at each pruning, a great deal of hand thinning will be necessary.

BIENNIAL BEARING

Most varieties of apples tend to off-year and on-year bearing. This condition is difficult to overcome, but it has been noticed that, provided such an essential as cross-pollination is assured, careful pruning and early thinning will tend to even out the crops. In years when on-year crops are expected, a heavy reduction of the fruiting wood is essential. This will apply to the thinning out of spurs, a reduction in the length of bearing laterals and a shortening back of one year laterals which will often in the on-year set fruit on terminal and side buds. In the off-year the pruning should be much lighter, and, as good fruit buds will be much reduced in number, more fruiting wood than usual should be left, and the one-year laterals should be left untipped.
It is realised that weather and other hazards can significantly reduce prospects, and that the expected heavy crop may not materialise. This has happened in this State several times in recent years, due to frost, attacks by thrips, and through hailstorms. However, it is suggested that the pruning of the fruiting wood be determined by the number and quality of the fruit buds; when prospects are good the reduction to be substantial, and that in the off-year every attempt be made to retain sufficient fruit buds, even if it means little or no reduction of the fruiting wood.

**DISEASE CONTROL**

In some districts, particularly in certain years, the disease, powdery mildew, causes damage. The disease is carried over by infected spurs, and laterals, particularly the terminal buds on one-year-old laterals. In these instances it would be wise to remove and destroy by burning all obviously infected material at each pruning.

**SUMMARY**

One-year-old laterals should be retained on all varieties, as it is considered that lateral pruning has many advantages over "spur" pruning.

As the spurs form, the lateral is judiciously shortened back towards the framework branches. The length eventually retained is dependent upon the vigour and position of the lateral.

It is considered wise to stimulate at each pruning a supply of one-year-old laterals to take the place of existing fruiting wood as it becomes worn out.

Spur formations should be rigorously thinned out, and they should never be allowed to become so branched and weakened that fruitfulness is impaired.

In the on-year the fruiting wood should be carefully controlled to reduce the work of hand thinning and the danger of overcropping. In the off-year the process should be reversed and little if any thinning out of the fruiting wood will be necessary.

Strong vigorous trees can best be trained with untipped leaders. It is suggested that when growth becomes less vigorous the leaders be winter pruned each year until the stage is reached when the annual extension growth shows signs of weakness; at this stage it is suggested they be again left unpruned.
The framework branches of the coloured varieties should be so spaced that ample supplies of light and air are accessible to the fruit to ensure that the characteristic colour is fully developed.

Horticultural Instructors are stationed in the commercial fruit-growing districts and are available for advice on pruning and other orchard problems. It is suggested that when in doubt as to pruning treatments, growers should contact their District Fruit Officer.

Though an attempt has been made to clarify pruning treatments, no mention has been made of the Cleopatra. This variety, owing to the prevalence of the physiological disease, "Bitter pit," is best left unpruned once the framework branches have been formed. Annual treatment usually consists of thinning out badly-placed branches and the stimulation of some new growth to take the place of the older fruiting wood as it becomes extended and weakened.

Fig. 99.—An orchard giant on Illawarra, Karragullen. The tree is a Granny Smith, 52-year-old top, worked on Dougherty, 16 years previously. The largest crop was 62 packed cases obtained during the 1949 season. On the left, Mr. J. Bloomfield, Senior Packing Instructor.
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